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Let F, be a closed orientable 2-manifold of, genus g. The Torelli group is the kernel of the 
natural homomorphism from the mapping class group of Fg to Aut(H,(F,)). For g 3 3 the Torelli 
group has been shown to be finitely generated by Dennis Johnson. We show that it is not finitely 
generated when g = 2. 
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2-manifold mapping class group Torelli group 
Let F, be the closed orientable surface of genus g and let A, be its mapping 
class group. The Torelli group of genus g, denote 4,, is the subgroup of A, consisting 
of all mapping classes that act trivially on H,(F,). Recent work of Dennis Johnson 
(see [5]) has shed much light on the algebraic structure of 9K Here we will focus 
on the question of whether 9g is finitely generated. In [4], Johnson shows that for 
g z 3, 9a, is finitely generated in contrast. We obtain: 
Theorem. L$ is not Jinitely generated. 
An essential ingredient in our proof of this theorem is an observation in [6] based 
on the results of [l]. Let Tz be the subgroup of 4, which is generated by Dehn 
twists about bounding simple closed curves. Powell’s argument shows that Yz = $I. 
For g 23, .Yg is known to have infinite index in 4,, and for this case we do not 
know whether or not YE is finitely generated. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of the theorem. Our approach 
* 
is to lift 92 to a particular abelian covering F + F and then study the resulting 
representation of 42 in Aut(H,(F)). The image of this representation is identified 
as a subgroup K of SL,(Z[s, sY’ , t, CC’]). Using an approach inspired by [3] we are 
able to show that K is not finitely generated and the theorem follows. In fact, we 
display in Fig. 4 a set of bounding simple closed curves so that the Dehn twists 
about these curves are not contained in any finitely generated subgroup of 9a,. 
From now on, let F be the closed genus 2 surface with fixed basepoint * and 
with the basis for H,(F) shown in Fig. 1. Let s and t be generators for the group 
Z x Z, which we will write multiplicatively. We define an epimorphism H,(F) -+ Z x Z 
by sending A2 to s, B2 to t, and A, and B, to 1. Let p: (F, Z) + (F, *) be the covering 
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Fig. 1 
corresponding to the kernel of n,(F, *) + H,(F)+ Z xZ. The group of covering 
transformations for p is isomorphic to Z x 72, and by slight abuse of notation we 
may consider s and t to generate this group also. Let R be the ring of Laurent 
polynomials in two variables, R = Z[ s, s-l , t, t-l]. We regard R as the integral group 
ring over the group of covering transformations for p and thus H,(F) becomes an 
R-module. It is readily seen that H,(F) is a free R-module on two generators a, 
and br, where p*( a,) = A, and p*( b,) = B,. For later use we observe that if Q(s, t) E R 
and x E H,(F) then p.+( Q(s, t)x) = Q( 1, I)p,(x). Fig. 2 shows the generators for the 
R-module H,(F) and a few of their translates. 
Let C be a bounding simple closed curve in F not containing the base point and 
I 
choose any lift C of C to E The full preimage p-‘(C) consists of all the translates 
of C?, and if tc is a Dehn twist about C, then the basepoint-preserving lift ic : F+ F 
is comprised of simultaneous Dehn twists about all of these translates. Write 
6 = C mp,,sPt4a, +C nk,,skt’b,. 
Here, the mp,q and nk, are integers and all but finitely many are zero. In all our 
formulas, unadorned summations are to be taken over all possible choices of integer 
Fig. 2. 
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values for the subscripts. We make no notational distinction between e and the 
homology class it represents. We are going to express the induced automorphism 
( ?,-), : H,(g) + H,(F) in terms of the coefficients of e. First, we observe 
Lemma 1. (&)* : H,(F) + H,(F) is an R-module isomorphism. 
Proof. If x E H,(P) and r E R, then 
Gc)*Cr X)=(tC)~(r)(?C)*(X)=r(iC)*(X), 
where ( tc)+ = 1 is the automorphism which ( tc)# : r,(F, *) + r,(F, *) induces on 
R. q 
Now let Tc be the matrix of (&-), with respect to the free R-module basis {a,, b,} 
of H,(F). 
Lemma 2. 
T = 1 +C ~i,jmp,,.Fit4-’ 
[ 
-C mi,jmp&-‘tq~i 
c 
1 n,,jnp,,sp~‘tq-j 1 1-C mi,,np,qsP-itq~i ’
Proof. We assume that orientations and conventions have been selected so that the 
intersection number a, . 
_ 
b, equals 1 and so that to(a) = a + (a . p)p. Observe that 
a, . (s’t’C) = n_i,_j. Therefore, 
&)*(a,)=a,+C (u,+‘t’~))dt’~ 
i,i 
= u,+C n_i,_j(sit’(C mp,,sPt4u,+~ n,,,sPt4b,)) 
i,j 
= U, +C n_i,_jlllp,qS itPt’+qu, +C n-i,-jnp,qs’+Ptitqb, 
= U, +I ni,jr?lpqS P-itq-ju, +C n,,jnp,qsP-itq-ib,. 
The calculation of (&)*(b,) is similar, using the fact that b, . (s’t’Z’) = -mpspj. q 
Definition. A polynomial P = P(s, t) E R is called balanced if 
(1) for all p, q E Z, the coefficient of sPtq in P is equal to the coefficient of YPtKq 
in P, and 
(2) P(l, l)=O. 
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Lemma 3. Tc has the form 
[ 
l+P Ql 
42 1-P 1 
where P, Q,, and Q2 are balanced and TC E SL,(R). 
Proof. Write 
Pr(s, t) = C ni jmp gP-‘t4-j, . / Ql(s, t) = -C mi,jm~,4sP~‘t4-i, 
QJs, t) = C ni,jn,,,sP~itq-i and P2(s, t) = C mi,jnp,4sP-‘tq-j. 
Since p*( &-).+ = ( tc)*p.+ = p*, we have 
1 0 
[ I[ l+P,(l, 1) Q,(l, 1) 01= Qz(L 1) 1 1-P,(l, 1) .
The coefficient of skt’ in Q2 is ci.j ni,jnl+k,J+{=C,,j ni-k,j-1ni.j =c,,, ni,jni-k,j-1 which 
is the coefficient of sCktC’ . m Q2. Thus Q2 and, similarly, Qr are balanced. For any 
p, q we have 0 = 6;. spPtp9~ =Ci,j mi,jni+p,j+q -Ii,, ni,jmi+p,j+4, showing that Pr = Pl. 
Moreover, the coefficient of skt’ in PI is c mi,jni+k,j+J = 1 ni,jmi+k,j+l = c mi,jni-k,l-/, 
which is the coefficient of sektp’. Therefore P = P, is balanced. 
Using the formulas for PI, P2, Q1, and Q2 shows that P2+ Q1Q2 = 0, and therefore 
TC has determinant 1. 0 
We are now going to define a homomorphism 92-+ SL2( R). Let 4,,, be the 
basepoint-preserving mapping classes on F that act trivially on H,(F), and let 
.Y 2,* c 4,,* be the subgroup generated by twists about bounding simple closed curves 
that do not contain the basepoint. By the argument from [6] mentioned above, the 
forgetful homomorphism .Y2,* + 9, is surjective. For (f) E Y2,*, let Tj be the matrix 
of the R-isomorphism J* : H,(k) + H,(F), where i is the basepoint-preserving lift 
of$ The correspondence (f) + Tf is clearly a representation of Y2,*, as R-automorph- 
isms of H,(F), and by Lemma 3 the image of this representation lies in SL,(R). 
Lemma 4. The representation F2,,* + SL2( R) induces a representation _a2 + SL2( R). 
Proof. Suppose (g) E Y2,*, and (g) = (lF) in -a2. Then g is freely isotopic to 1 ,c. 
Therefore g is isotopic to a covering transformation. But the matrix of the covering 
transformation taking g to s”t’g is 
[ s;q s:tq] y 
and this can only be in SL2( R) if p = q = 0. Therefore g is isotopic to 1 i and so 
Tg is the identity matrix. 0 
Let K c SL2( R) be the image of the representation 9a, + SL2( R). Since sums and 
products of balanced polynomials are balanced, Lemma 3 immediately implies 
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Lemma 5. If T E K then T has the form 
[ 
l+P, 91 
Q2 l-P, I 
for some balanced polynomials P,, P2, Q, and Q2. 
In [2] it is shown that SL,(Q[s, s-l, t, t-‘I) has the structure 
with amalgamation A *q B, where 
A = SL,(Q[s, s-‘, t, t-l]), B=[‘6’ ;]A[; !f], 
and % = A fl B. We will apply the next proposition to K s A *% 
of a free product 
B. 
Proposition. Let H be a subgroup of a free product with amalgamation A *% B. Suppose 
there are infinitely many Mk E A\% and corresponding Nk E B\%! such that 
(1) M,N,M,‘EH; 
(2) {Mk} is contained in a set of double coset representatives for (H fl A, “11) in A. 
Then { M,N,M,‘} is not contained in anyfinitely generated subgroup of H. In particular, 
H is not finitely generated. 
Proof. Let G be any subgroup of H containing {M,N,ML’}. By the subgroup 
theorem [7, Theorem 3.141 G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a graph 
of groups. If the (topological) fundamental group of the underlying graph r is not 
finitely generated then neither is G. Consequently we may assume that there is a 
finite subgraph TOc r which carries the fundamental group of r We also arrange 
that the vertex v0 corresponding to G fl A is in r,. 
Observe that {Mk} is contained in a set of double coset representatives for 
(G fl A, %) in A. Moreover since { Mk} c A it is readily checked that {Mk} is 
contained in a set of double coset representatives for (G, %) in A. By the subgroup 
theorem each of these representatives determines a distinct edge which is adjacent 
to v0 in r and corresponds to the subgroup G II Mk’%M;‘. This edge joins v0 to 
the vertex corresponding to Gil M,BM,’ and for infinitely many k this vertex is 
not in r,. Since the elements M,N,M,’ E G fl MkBM,’ are not in A we may express 
G as a strictly increasing union of subgroups beginning with the fundamental group 
of the graph of groups over r,. This implies that G is not finitely generated. 0 
Now let Mk and Nk for k = 1,2,. . . be the matrices in SL,(Q[s, SF’, t, t-‘1) defined 
by 
and Nk = 
1 t-‘-2+t 
0 I 1 . 
Recalling the decomposition SL,(Q[s, s-‘, t, tf’]) = A *% B, it is easily checked that 
Mk E A\% and Nk E B\%. Moreover Lemmas 6 and 7 below will show that the 
Mk’s and Nk’s satisfy properties (1) and (2). Consequently, the proposition implies 
that K and therefore 92 are not finitely generated. 
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Lemma 6. For k = 1,2, . . . the matrices M,N,M,’ are in K. 
Proof. It is readily checked that Nk = T, where C is the loop shown in Fig. 3. 
Observe that tg, lifts to F and in fact ( iB,)* is an R-module automorphism such 
that Tk,=(f’,):=M,. Now 
r 
M,N,M;’ = T;, T,T,; = ?& &* ?$ = (t f;l, t&f).+ = 
~t~,w = T,:,,,,. Since t”,,(C) are bounding simple closed curves (see Fig. 4) it 
follows that M,N,M,‘= T,;,,,, is in K. 0 
Lemma 7. The matrices 
Mk= L (f fork21 
[ I 
can be chosen as part of a set of double coset representatives for (K fl A, (42) in A. 
Fig. 3. 
k 
Fig. 4. 
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Proof. Suppose that for some k and j there is an equation 
a b u v 
where [ 1 c d EKITA and [ 1 E %. wt i! 
(Since the latter matrix is in B, t is a factor of the lower left entry.) Since 
Lemma 5 shows it is of the form 
[ 
1+p, 9, 
Q* 1 - P2 1 
where P,, P2, Q,, and Qz are balanced polynomials. Since it is also in A, no nonzero 
term CsPt4 with q < 0 can appear, hence also no nonzero term CsPt4 with q > 0 can 
appear. Therefore, P,(l, 0) = P,(l, 1) = 0 and similarly for P2, Q,, and Q2. Setting 
t=O and s=l, we obtain 
which is impossible unless k =j. Cl 
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